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Interesting….
At this moment, Yue Feng, who was hiding in the grass, frowned secretly when he saw
the scene in front of him.
This big elder is really arrogant, and he is so blatant…. The situation in front of him is
inappropriate for him to appear, but he can’t just watch Li Suqiu and his disciples ignore
it.
Got it!
Soon, Yue Feng’s spiritual light moved, and he suddenly had an idea. He immediately
performed ventriloquism and let out a long wolf howl.
“Ouch…” The
wolf howl resounded through the sky, echoing throughout the secret realm. You must
know that Yue Feng’s ventriloquism has already reached the realm of perfection. At this
time, learning the howl of a wolf is completely vivid.
Swish!
Hearing the wolf howling suddenly, whether it was the two elders or Li Suqiu’s master
and apprentice, they were all startled.
Especially Li Suqiu and Lin Ping, their delicate faces showed a bit of surprise.
Strange, the swift wolf nearby has been eliminated by us, why is there still? And….
listening to this howl, it seems to be the leader of a very powerful swift wolf.
Under the doubts, Li Suqiu heard the wolf howling, which came from the place where
Yue Feng was hiding, and suddenly became a little worried, and couldn’t help but
whispered to Lin Ping: “Quick, go and see how Feng Tao is doing. .”
She has a kind heart, and even though she can’t help herself at this time, she still cares
about the safety of others.
Hearing the order, Lin Ping looked resolute: “No, I want to be with Master.” When
speaking, Lin Ping looked at the Great Elder and Chen Yan vigilantly to prevent them
from suddenly attacking Master.
At the same time, Lin Ping was also very incomprehensible.
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What time is it, the master is still worried about that person’s safety…
“Go!”
Seeing Lin Ping standing still, Li Suqiu became anxious, bit her lip tightly and said, “You
have to disobey the teacher. Is it my life? Master here can handle it alone, hurry up!”
When he said this, Li Suqiu’s eyes flashed with complexity.
Speaking of which, Li Suqiu asked Lin Ping to go to Yue Feng, not only for Yue Feng’s
safety, but also to protect Lin Ping’s safety.
You must know that the strength of the elder is not weak, plus Chen Yan, it is even
more difficult to deal with.
In this case, even with Lin Ping’s help, if a fight really broke out, the situation would not
be optimistic. Therefore, the best way is to let Lin Ping leave.
Li Suqiu thought about it, and dealt with the elders and Chen Yan by herself, and did
her best to ensure that Lin Ping and Yue Feng escaped.
Um!
Seeing Master’s resolute expression, Lin Ping was very reluctant in her heart, but she
did not dare to go against it. Finally, she nodded with tears in her eyes and ran towards
the direction where Yue Feng was hiding.
“Hehe, I want to run!”
Seeing this scene, Chen Yan sneered and was about to rush up to intercept it. At this
moment, Li Suqiu’s figure flashed and blocked directly in front of him.
“What you are looking for is me, it has nothing to do with my apprentice.” Li Suqiu said
lightly.
His tone was indifferent, but his body was filled with an aura that could not be
blasphemed.
call!
Feeling Li Suqiu’s aura, Chen Yan took a deep breath and couldn’t help but feel a little
apprehensive.
At this moment, the first elder calmed down and smiled at Li Suqiu: “Elder Li is right,
how is it? Have you considered the conditions I mentioned just now?”

As he spoke, the Great Elder looked around vigilantly.
The wolf howl just now was very close, and the matter of Li Suqiu had to be resolved
before the wolves came.
“Don’t think about it!”
Li Suqiu’s delicate face did not fluctuate in the face of the first elder’s inquiry, and said
lightly: “I will not join in with you, and I will do my best to prevent you from being the sect
master.
” The first elder was ruthless, sinister and despicable, and made him the door owner,
and the entire Mingyuemen was completely destroyed.
Swish!
The first elder knew that Li Suqiu would refuse, but he didn’t think that she would refuse
so simply, her face became gloomy on the spot, extremely ugly: “Okay, very good…
Since you are so ignorant of current affairs, don’t blame me for being rude. Yes .”
Om!
The voice fell, the strength of the elder’s whole body exploded, the figure rose into the
air, and a palm hit Li Suqiu.
“I’m afraid you won’t succeed!”
Li Suqiu didn’t panic when she saw the outburst of the Great Elder. At that time, she let
out a coquettish cry, urging her strength and the Great Elder to fight fiercely.
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“Master, I’m here to help you.”
Seeing this scene, Chen Yan was so excited that he was about to rush up screaming.
But it was stopped by the elders. At this time, the first elder
fought fiercely with Li Suqiu, and said, “You won’t need so many people to deal with one
Li Suqiu. You go after that girl Lin Ping immediately, and remember to capture it alive.”
The despicableness that cannot be concealed.
Yes, the first elder did not intend to kill Li Suqiu. After all, Li Suqiu was one of the nine
elders, and it was the best choice to force her to surrender.

It’s just that Li Suqiu’s personality is too tough, and to make her soft, she must use
some extraordinary means. And Lin Ping is her weakness. As long as Lin Ping is caught
and threatened, she is not afraid that Li Suqiu will not surrender.
“Understood!”
Chen Yan was a smart person, he nodded quickly after hearing the order, and then
chased after Lin Ping.
Seeing this situation, Li Suqiu was in a hurry, and scolded the elder: “Despicable and
shameless, if you have anything, come at me, don’t hit Lin Ping’s attention.”
Chen Yan’s strength is not weak, Lin Will Ping be an opponent? Now I hope she can
run a little farther.
“Hehe!”
A wicked smile appeared on the elder’s face: “Whatever you want to say, in short, none
of you, master and apprentice, can escape from my palm today.” As he
spoke, his shots were even more severe.
For a time, Li Suqiu was anxious and angry, and wanted to go back to help Lin Ping, but
faced with the elder’s pressing step by step, she had to fight.
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At this moment, Yue Feng is here.
Why haven’t you come yet?
Yue Feng learned a few wolf howls, but when the wolves did not appear, he muttered in
his heart, and then he leaned on his waist and used the cover of the grass to sneak into
the woods not far away.
“Ouch…”
After entering the woods, Yue Feng learned a few wolf howls again.
“Ouch, ooh…”
This time, Yue Feng’s wolf howl finally got a response from the surrounding wolves. In
an instant, the surrounding wolf howls came one after another, and then, countless swift
wolves quickly gathered.

At this time, Lin Ping reached the grass where Yue Feng was hiding before, and when
she saw that the grass was empty, she frowned secretly.
Why did this wind wave disappear?
Yes, he must have seen the Great Elder appear, and he was still afraid, so he ran away
first.
Thinking about it, Lin Ping stomped her feet, and she couldn’t express the contempt for
Yue Feng in her heart. This person is really greedy for life and fear of death. It’s a good
thing that Master has always thought about his safety.
“Stinky girl!”
Just when Lin Ping was indignant, a cold and proud voice came from behind.
Lin Ping’s tender body trembled, and when she looked back, she saw Chen Yan with a
wicked smile, who was rushing fast: “Stinky girl, be obedient and capture, or else you
will suffer.”
When he shouted, Chen Yan stared at him closely . The perfect curves on Lin Ping’s
body, with evil gleams in her eyes.
This girl looks good and has a decent figure, so you can enjoy it later.
Chen Yan and Tong Shan are both disciples of the Great Elder, and their dispositions
are equally lustful, but Tong Shan is more flamboyant, while Chen Yan is a little more
introverted, usually in front of outsiders, with a sanctimonious attitude.
Today, after Chen Yan entered the secret realm with the Great Elder, his nature was
completely released. Anyway, in this secret realm, there are many dangers, no one has
jurisdiction, and there is no need to worry about doing anything.
At this time, Chen Yan thought about it, grabbed Lin Ping later, enjoyed it first, and then
brought it to see the master.
Anyway, Master also said that you only need to catch them alive, not to touch them.
“You…”
Chen Yan’s gaze made Lin Ping feel very uncomfortable, and she immediately said in
disgust, “What do you want to do? Where is my master?” Lin Ping looked around
thinking of where Li Suqiu was. It’s just that the surrounding environment is
complicated, and the line of sight is completely blocked by the grass and woods, so you
can’t see it at all.

“Hehe…”
Chen Yan smiled evilly, walked over slowly, looked Lin Ping up and down, and said
proudly: “Li Suqiu has been arrested by my master, I advise you not to resist and ask for
trouble.. ..”
What?
Hearing this, Lin Ping’s pretty face changed: “You guys are really abominable…” She
knew that the Great Elder had bad intentions, but she didn’t expect to do it so quickly.
No, I must go back to help Master, anyway, Feng Tao, the ghost who is afraid of death,
has already left.
After making up his mind, Lin Ping pulled out his long sword and was about to go back.
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“Oops?”
Just every two steps, he was stopped by Chen Yan, and he said with a wicked smile:
“The two of them are fighting, so don’t join in the fun, or play with me. “
While speaking, Chen Yan’s eyes turned on Lin Ping wantonly, and his expression
became more and more wretched.
“Shameless!”
At this moment, Lin Ping couldn’t bear it any longer, and with a coquettish shout, the
long sword stabbed directly at Chen Yan.
Chi Chi…
With this sword, Lin Ping almost burst out with all his strength, and when he saw the
sword’s edge passing by, the air suddenly ripped apart.
However, Chen Yan didn’t panic at all, but smiled and said, “Tsk tsk, Junior Sister is
really trying to play, okay, my brother will play with you.” After the words
fell, Chen Yan drew out his long sword and fought against Lin Ping.
Dangdangdang…
The long swords of the two sides kept colliding, making bursts of golden cries, and I
saw Lin Ping biting her lip, and under the suppression of Chen Yan, she retreated again
and again.

Both are disciples of Mingyuemen, but Chen Yan entered the school a few years earlier
than Lin Ping, and his background is incomparable.
“Good junior sister, take over!”
After a few more rounds of fierce fighting, Chen Yan smiled evilly, slapped his wrist, and
hit him with a palm.
The speed of this palm was so fast that Lin Ping couldn’t dodge it at that time, so she
could only bite her lip tightly, raised her jade hand, and greeted it with a palm.
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Bang!
The next second, the palms of the two sides collided, and a dull sound was heard. Lin
Ping’s delicate body trembled, and she was shocked and backed up again and again,
and her delicate face also showed a bit of weakness.
The disparity in strength between the two sides is too great, and Lin Ping is not an
opponent at all.
After stabilizing her figure, Lin Ping looked at Chen Yan in shock and anger, even more
anxious in her heart.
Master alone is no match for the Great Elder at all, and I don’t know what the situation is
now.
clap clap!
That is, Chen Yan rushed over quickly, raised his hand and touched Lin Ping’s
acupuncture point.
In an instant, Lin Ping’s body trembled and she couldn’t move.
“You…”
Lin Ping was furious, bit her lip tightly, and scolded: “You shameless person, quickly
relieve me.”
Chen Yan smiled slightly, walked over slowly, and admired Lin up close. Ping: “I didn’t
expect that during this period of time, your girl’s strength has improved a lot. It’s so
difficult to capture you alive, how could I release your acupoints?” After
speaking, Chen Yan raised Lin Ping’s chin: “Also, Junior sister is so slim, I’m not willing
to give you acupoints.”

“You…”
Lin Ping was embarrassed and panicked: “What do you want to do?”
“Hehe!”
Chen Yan smiled evilly “It’s just the two of us here. What do you think I’m going to do?
To be honest, it’s really unbearable that Junior Sister is so beautiful. As long as you are
willing to follow me in the future, I will definitely not treat you badly.”
Shuh!
Hearing this, Lin Ping was ashamed and angry: “Go away, go away…” This Chen Yan
is really disgusting. He is sane on weekdays, but he is so wretched and despicable
behind his back.
It’s really disgusting to look at.
“oops!”
In the face of the reprimand, Chen Yan was not angry at all, on the contrary, he was
even more excited, and said with a smile: “Junior sister looks angry, so sexy, hehe, I tell
you, today I will kill you.”
After speaking, Chen Yan approached After a few minutes, he sniffed lightly in front of
Lin Ping: “It’s really fragrant.”
“Go away, go away!”
Chen Yan’s actions made Lin Ping even more disgusted, and she couldn’t help shouting
immediately, and then directed at Chen Yan spat on his face.
Nima!
At this moment, Chen Yan was completely furious, wiped the saliva from his face,
raised his hand and slapped it on Lin Ping’s face: “Bitch, shame on your face.”
Lin Ping cried out in pain and glared fiercely. Chen Yan glanced at him, and the
determination to hug him rose in his heart, and he was about to bite his tongue and
commit suicide.
Falling into the hands of such a shameless person and being humiliated, it would be
better to just die.
“Want to die?”

Seeing this situation, Chen Yan was quick-witted, sneered at that time, and quickly
pinched Lin Ping’s chin. Immediately afterwards, Chen Yan thought of something, took
out an elixir from his body, and quickly stuffed it into Lin Ping’s mouth.
Gudong!
Lin Ping’s chin was pinched, and she had no resistance at all. At that time, she
instinctively swallowed the medicine pill.
“You!”
For a while, Lin Ping was angry and inexplicable: “What did you give me to eat?”
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“Hey!”
Chen Yan smiled evilly, and said word by word: “Good junior sister, don’t panic, what
I’m giving you is not poison, but the special medicine pill I got on the rivers and lakes
before.”
“This After taking the medicinal herbs, you will take the initiative to accept me in a while,
haha…”
After saying the last sentence, Chen Yan couldn’t tell how complacent he was, and his
eyes were even more flickering with evil spirits.
After saying this, Chen Yanyou sealed several acupoints on Lin Ping’s body so that he
could not bite his tongue and commit suicide. Then he stood aside with a smile, quietly
waiting for the drug effect in Lin Ping’s body to kick in.
Done!
Faced with this situation, Lin Ping was completely desperate.
You can’t die even if you die, do you want to be defiled by this shameless scum today?
“Oh!”
At this moment, a surprised voice came from not far from the side: “Brother Yan Fu is
not shallow, the person who sees it has a share. Do you want to let my brother get my
hands on me later?” The
tone was frivolous, Gives a cynical attitude.
Swish!

Suddenly hearing the voice, Chen Yan’s face changed, and he frowned and looked
behind him.
At the same time, Lin Ping followed the voice and was stunned.
I saw that Yue Feng walked out from behind a tree not far away with a smile, with a
relaxed look on his face.
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He… he didn’t run?
Seeing Yue Feng, Lin Ping was a little stunned at the time, but then she recovered, and
her mood was extremely complicated.
If this trash doesn’t run away, what are you doing out there?
At this moment, Chen Yan also calmed down and looked at Yue Feng up and down:
“Who are you?” This person has never been seen before, and he is not the one who
came in to participate in the competition.
Yue Feng scratched his head: “I am, I am the guardian of this secret realm.”
Yue Feng could see the scene of the fierce battle between Chen Yan and Lin Ping just
now . Received threats, and finally couldn’t help showing up.
However, the identity cannot be revealed, and one can only be fabricated casually.
Secret Guardian?
Hearing this, Chen Yan frowned, and then grinned: “Good boy, you are not too timid to
trespass on the sunflower secret realm of our Mingyuemen, and you dare to entertain
me?”
Chen Yan clearly noticed that the man in front of him There is no fluctuation in strength,
no doubt like ordinary people.
How could such a person be the guardian of the secret realm, and, I have never heard
of it before, there is a guardian in the secret realm, obviously the other party is making
up.
This wind wave!
At this moment, Lin Ping was also dumbfounded.

He is really crazy. He has no strength at all, so he went to provoke Chen Yan. Isn’t this
courting death?
In the face of Chen Yan’s anger, Yue Feng did not panic at all, and said lightly: “I have
told you my identity, believe it or not, I won’t say much nonsense, hurry up, or you will
be at your own risk.”
Mad!
Hearing this, Chen Yan was completely angry, and shouted: “I don’t know how to live or
die, I think you are courting death.” The
last word fell, Chen Yan’s strength exploded, and he was about to rush up to fight Yue
Feng.
“Ow, ooh…”
However, at this moment, there was a wolf howling around, and then hundreds of swift
wolves rushed up, crowded with darkness, and instantly surrounded Yue Feng, Chen
Yan, and Lin Ping.
Yes, these swift wolves were all brought over by Yue Feng’s ventriloquist just now.
hiss!
In the face of so many swift wolves, Chen Yan’s expression changed, and he only felt a
chill running from the soles of his feet to the top of his head.
Why so many?
At the same time, Lin Ping also changed her pretty face, she only felt her legs were
weak.
It’s over, so many swift wolves are dead.
Only Yue Feng had an indifferent expression, not panicking at all.
call!
A few seconds later, Chen Yan reacted, first looking at Yue Feng, and then at Lin Ping:
“You are lucky today, I won’t play with you anymore.” The
voice fell, Chen Yan moved his figure, ready to use the woods complex environment to
leave.

To be honest, Lin Ping was finally captured alive, but before she could enjoy it, Chen
Yan didn’t want to leave like this, but there was no way, so many swift wolves were too
scary.
Moreover, Chen Yan was not worried about being chased by the wolves at all, because
there were Yue Feng and Lin Ping in the palace. When the wolves besieged them,
Chen Yan had enough time to escape.
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However, Chen Yan thought too simple.
Oops!
At this moment, seeing that Chen Yan was about to escape, Lin Ping’s pretty face
changed, and her heart became even more desperate.
As soon as Chen Yan left, he and Feng Tao became the targets of these wolves.
“Ow…Ow…”
However, at this critical moment, Yue Feng took a deep breath and howled at the
surrounding wolves.
Yes, Yue Feng used ventriloquism to signal an attack to the surrounding wolves,
targeting Chen Yan.
He…
Seeing this scene, Lin Ping’s eyes widened, staring at Yue Feng dumbfounded,
completely dumbfounded.
He could actually let out a wolf howl.
How exactly is this done?
“Ow, ooh…”
Just when Lin Ping was stunned, the surrounding wolves let out bursts of howl in
response to Yue Feng, and then burst out and attacked Chen Yan.
At this time, Chen Yan had already rushed out more than ten meters away, and
because his back was to Yue Feng, he had no idea what was going on.
Um?
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At this time, feeling the movement behind him, Chen Yan looked back, and when he
saw it, he was shocked.
what happened?
Why didn’t these swift wolves attack them, but came after me instead?
In the blink of an eye, Chen Yan was surrounded by wolves, and they opened their
bloody mouths one by one, biting at Chen Yan.
Chen Yan was shocked and angry, and kept waving his long sword: “Go away, get out
of your wicked beasts…” I
have to say that Chen Yan’s strength is not weak. , many swift wolf were beheaded, a
few minutes later, the surrounding swift wolf corpses almost piled up into a hill.
Pretty resistant.
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng smiled secretly, and once again practiced ventriloquism,
constantly giving orders to attack the wolves.
In an instant, the wolves seemed to be going crazy, rushing towards Chen Yan one
after another.
“Ah…”
At the beginning, Chen Yan relied on the sharp sword and could handle it calmly, but
the number of wolves was too numerous to kill, and then he let out a scream, drowned
in the bite of the wolves. among.
When the wolves dispersed, they saw that Chen Yan had been bitten cleanly, leaving
only a skeleton.
hiss!
Seeing this, Lin Ping’s legs became weak and almost passed out.
Yue Feng’s face was indifferent, and he said softly: “Doing too much injustice will kill
oneself, doing too many bad things, that’s the end.”
With that, Yue Feng used ventriloquism to disperse the wolves.
When the wolves dissipated, Yue Feng walked over slowly and untied Lin Ping’s
acupuncture point.

“You…”
At the moment when the acupoints were untied, Lin Ping stared at Yue Feng closely,
the scene just now reflected in his mind, and couldn’t help asking: “You… how did you
do it just now? “
So many swift wolves can actually obey his commands.
Simply incredible.
If you don’t see it with your own eyes, who can believe it?
Ha ha!
Yue Feng smiled lightly, scratched his head and replied, “I learned a ventriloquist before
and can communicate with beasts.
“
What kind of martial arts is this, how come I have never heard of it?
Although the social environment of Tianxin Continent and Kyushu Continent are
somewhat similar, they are quite different in many aspects. For example, the technique
of oral technique is not available in Tianxin Continent.
This…
Seeing her bewildered face, Yue Feng’s mind turned quickly, as if he had been fooled.
However, at this moment, Lin Ping suddenly trembled, her whole body trembled
uncontrollably, and her delicate face became extremely red.
“It’s hot, it’s so hot!” In the
next second, Lin Ping’s face was full of pain, and when she spoke, her body was hot
and sweaty.
Oops, it’s a drug attack.
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng secretly complained. When Chen Yan forced Lin Ping to
take the medicine just now, he didn’t have time to stop it, but he didn’t expect the pill to
be so severe.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng got closer and said, “Hey, wake up a bit.”
When he spoke, Yue Feng stretched out his hand to pull her up.

Swish!
However, at this moment, Lin Ping rushed up and hugged Yue Feng tightly, with a
frantic expression, and kept saying, “I’m so hot, so hot, help me…”
At this time, Lin Ping , Under the attack of the drug, the whole person has completely
lost his mind.
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“Hello…”
Suddenly being hugged by Lin Ping, Yue Feng’s mind went blank and he said, “You
wake up…” However, at this time, Lin Ping completely lost her mind, how could she be
sober? come over?
In a hurry, Yue Feng sighed, and had to raise his hand to touch Lin Ping’s fainting point.
To be honest, if there is such a beautiful girl, Yue Feng is willing to accept it, but in this
situation, he will never take advantage of others’ danger.
Papa…
In an instant, Lin Ping, who was still insane at first, suddenly turned black and went
limp, but her whole body was still extremely hot. His face was also extremely red, as if
the whole person was about to burn.
Ma De….
Feeling Lin Ping’s situation, Yue Feng couldn’t help but curse.
Just now, what kind of medicine did Chen Yan give her, the effect was too strong.
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng looked around and saw a stream not far away. He
didn’t have time to think about it, so he picked up Lin Ping and quickly walked towards
the stream.
When they got to the front, Yue Feng put Lin Ping into the stream, hoping that with the
help of the cold stream, her condition could be improved.
What Yue Feng didn’t expect was that Lin Ping’s whole body was soaked in water, and
the medicinal effect in his body spread even more. , to help Lin Ping expel the medicinal
power.

Speaking of which, it was very risky for Yue Feng to do this, because his Primordial
Spirit power had not been fully recovered, and this was the secret realm of sunflowers,
and the environment was complicated.
But there is no way, if Lin Ping doesn’t use his divine power, Lin Ping’s life will be in
danger.
woohoo….
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For a while, she saw that under the expulsion of Yue Feng, white mists rose up from Lin
Ping’s body.
Fortunately, Yue Feng was determined, and after inhaling the mist, he did not receive
much impact.
…
the other side.
Under the suppression of the Great Elder, Li Suqiu’s delicate face was a little pale, and
it was almost impossible to support it.
“Hey!”
At this time, the elder elder laughed evilly: “Li Suqiu, what’s the benefit of going against
me? Let’s give up.” The voice fell, and Li Suqiu was knocked back with a sword.
Immediately, while Li Suqiu’s foothold was still unsteady, the figure of the Great Elder
broke out and hit him with another palm.
call!
This palm was so fast that Li Suqiu couldn’t dodge at all, so he could only bite his lip
and hold the long sword in front of him. Attempt to block the palm of the elder.
The next second, the palm of his hand slapped on the long sword, Li Suqiu only felt an
overwhelming force coming from the mountains, and immediately groaned, her delicate
body staggered back.
“
Pfft!” In the end, Li Suqiu’s face was pale, and a mouthful of blood spurted out.

Although Li Suqiu was not weak in Mingyue Sect, he was no match for the Great Elder.
After all, the Great Elder’s strength was second only to the Sect Master. The
background is not comparable to him at all.
Haha…
At this moment, the first elder was very proud and looked at Li Suqiu with a cold and
arrogant face: “How is it? I will give you one last chance, support me as the sect master,
and I can give you a chance to live. “
Hoo!
Li Suqiu took a deep breath, and his delicate face was full of determination: “I support
you as a despicable villain as the head of the house, don’t think about it, you should
stop daydreaming.”
When speaking, Li Suqiu looked at Lin Ping just now . In the direction of leaving, there
was a bit of reluctance in his eyes.
Ping’er, Master may be leaving, you have to take good care of yourself in the future.
“Okay, very good!”
Seeing her still unwilling to give in at this time, the Great Elder’s face instantly turned
gloomy, and his eyes showed a strong killing intent: “I’ve given you a few chances for a
bitch who doesn’t know how to lift up, don’t you? Grasp it well, then don’t blame me for
being ruthless.”
Chi…
After the last word fell, the Great Elder erupted, and the long sword stabbed straight into
Li Suqiu’s heart.
Li Suqiu had just been injured by a palm. At this time, he was completely powerless to
resist, and he didn’t even have a chance to escape. Seeing the Great Elder’s sword
getting closer and closer, his heart was full of despair. He sighed unwillingly, and finally
closed it slowly. Eye.
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“Ouch, ooh…”
Seeing that Li Suqiu was about to die under the sword of the Great Elder, at this critical
moment, there was a sudden burst of wolf howling around.

Immediately afterwards, hundreds of swift wolves came together, and their eyes locked
on the Great Elder.
Yes, these swift wolves were summoned by Yue Feng with ventriloquism before.
After these swift wolves killed Chen Yan just now, they were dispersed by Yue Feng
and wandered nearby. They were attracted by the fight between the elder and Li Suqiu,
and they gathered here.
Xunlang’s IQ is not high, but it is very sensitive.
In order to get the gold pendant, the first elder killed a lot of swift wolf leaders, and his
body was stained with the blood of a lot of swift wolves, so these swift wolves came
together and locked the first elder.
What?
Seeing so many swift wolves, the old elder, who was still a little proud, suddenly
changed his face.
Mad, why are there so many swift wolves all of a sudden?
“Ow…”
At this moment, there was a howl from the wolves, and then a lot of fast wolves roared
and rushed towards the elder.
“Mad, you beasts get out of the way.”
Seeing the swift wolf rushing towards him, the elder elder scolded and waved his long
sword in an attempt to disperse them. It’s just that he was stained with a lot of Xunlang’s
blood, which aroused the hatred of the wolves. In this case, his anger not only did not
deter the wolves, but stimulated the blood of the wolves.
Facing this situation, the Great Elder was very annoyed, so he had to brandish his long
sword and fight fiercely with the wolves.
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bang bang bang…
I have to say that the strength of the Great Elder is worthy of being second only to the
existence of the sect master. In the blink of an eye, he killed more than a hundred swift
wolves, and his whole body was completely dyed red by the blood of swift wolves, like a
god of killing.

“Ow…”
Facing such a powerful enemy, none of the remaining swift wolves were cowardly.
Instead, their eyes were blood red, and they rushed up even more frantically.
“Go away, go away!”
For a while, although the first elder was not in danger of life, he was also entangled in
fire, and he slashed with his sword while roaring.
This….
Li Suqiu was also stunned when she saw the scene in front of her. She never thought
that so many wolves would suddenly come.
But this is fine, these swift wolves can be regarded as indirectly saving their lives.
Seems to be lucky.
Thinking to herself, Li Suqiu endured the trauma on her body, stood up with difficulty,
and quickly rushed towards the palace group on the top of the mountain. The purpose
of entering the Sunflower Secret Realm this time, the competition is not important, the
important thing is to find the whereabouts of the door owner.
“Bitch, want to run?”
At this time, the Great Elder, surrounded by wolves, saw the situation on Li Suqiu’s side,
and suddenly smiled grimly, waving his long sword to push back the few swift wolves in
front of him, and then chased after him. .
“Ouch…”
Just not chasing after a few steps, countless fast wolves around rushed up again.
For a time, the elder was shocked and angry.
call!
Li Suqiu was injured and couldn’t run fast at all. Hearing the elder’s angry shout, he
couldn’t help but feel a little flustered. At that time, he accidentally stepped on the air
and fell into a hidden cave.
Done!
The colleague who fell down, Li Suqiu looked at the dark hole below, not knowing how
deep it was, and couldn’t help but feel bitter.

This should be a trap in the secret realm, but he was stepped on by himself.
I don’t know if there is any danger below
…………
At this moment, Yue Feng is here.
call!
It took more than half an hour for Yue Feng to use the power of his primordial spirit to
finally expel all the medicinal power from Lin Ping’s body.
Because Yue Feng’s strength has not fully recovered, after completely expelling it, he is
also tired and sweating profusely.
“Hmm…”
After a few seconds, Lin Ping woke up leisurely, and a small low sound came out of her
mouth.
The next second, Lin Ping opened his eyes and saw the scene in front of him. He was
stunned for a while, and saw that he was covered in water. Not only that, but Yue Feng
was sweating profusely while sitting beside him.
Swish!
Seeing this scene, Lin Ping blushed instantly, and her mood was extremely
complicated.
Just now, I was forced to take medicine by Chen Yan, and then I don’t remember
anything, and now, I and this Feng Tao are all sweaty… Could it be that his innocence
was taken away by him?
call!
At this moment, when Yue Feng saw her opening her eyes, she smiled slightly: “Are you
awake?”
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Slap!
Lin Ping did not answer, but bit her lip tightly, raised her jade hand and slapped Yue
Feng fiercely, her eyes full of shame and anger.

Yue Feng was immediately beaten, covering his face and frowning: “Why are you hitting
me?”
“You despicable villain.”
At this time, Lin Ping was full of shame and anger, and said fiercely: “You treated me
just now. What have you done?” He must have sullied his appearance like this.
call!
Facing her hatred, Yue Feng looked depressed: “You are in a coma, what can I do to
you?”
This girl is crazy, how can she beat people at every turn.
“You…you ruin my innocence.”
Seeing that he didn’t admit it, Lin Ping was so angry that she shouted: “I have to kill you,
you will die for me.” As she said that, Lin Ping subconsciously wanted to take the lead.
The sword, just her long sword, was knocked out when she fought against Chen Yan
just now. She couldn’t find the long sword at this time, so she picked up a stone and
smashed it at Yue Feng.
What the hell!
Yue Feng hurriedly ducked and said speechlessly: “You are unreasonable girl? Why do
you think I ruined your innocence?”
Lin Ping looked down at her wet long skirt and said angrily: “I am like this What’s the
matter?”
Er…
Hearing this, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing.
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This Lin Ping is also really interesting. Just because her clothes are wet, she believes
that I have defiled her. What logic is this? But in the end, she was still too young.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng said patiently, “I just took you into the stream just to help
you detoxify, so that you can calm down. Don’t you remember how the drug attacked
you just now?”
Hearing this, Lin Ping gradually calmed down, tried her best to recall, and vaguely
remembered something.

When the medicinal power in the body attacked before, I seemed to be very hot, like a
fire was burning in my body… Could it be that I misunderstood him?
Seeing her face change, Yue Feng said slowly: “How is it? Remember? I saved your life
just now. If you don’t appreciate it, it’s okay to beat me, isn’t it inappropriate?”
“I… .”
Lin Ping opened her mouth, very embarrassed: “I don’t know the situation, and
misunderstandings are inevitable.”
After speaking, Lin Ping blushed and continued: “Don’t think that you can tell me if you
saved me, Can’t I protect you for a while? This secret realm is very dangerous, can you
go out alive?”
When it came to the end, Lin Ping was no longer embarrassed, but returned to the cold
arrogance before.
In her heart, Yue Feng took her into the stream and unlocked the medicinal power in her
body without any difficulty. After all, he was just an ordinary person who only knew
ventriloquism. Next, he needed his own protection.
Uh….
Seeing her arguing, Yue Feng didn’t bother to waste his words, so he smiled bitterly and
said, “Okay, you’re right, what should we do next?”
Lin Ping stood up slowly and thought about it. Indifferently said: “You turn around first,
don’t look back.” The tone is unquestionable.
I’m soaking wet, how can I see people like this?
Seeing her expression, Yue Feng guessed something, immediately smiled secretly, and
turned around.
woohoo…
At this moment, Lin Ping did not hesitate, mobilized her strength, dried her long dress,
and finally said, “Okay! Let’s go to Master quickly.” When she thought of Master facing
the Great Elder alone, her life and death were uncertain, Lin Ping became anxious. no.
After saying that, Lin Ping hurried to the place where she met the Great Elder before.
Yue Feng followed closely.
Um?

When she arrived at the place soon, Lin Ping’s body trembled when she saw the scene
in front of her, and she couldn’t help but worry.
I saw that there were corpses of Xunlang everywhere on the grass. The blood donation
almost dyed the ground red, and the air was filled with a strong smell of blood.
Obviously, not long ago, there was a tragic fight here.
However, apart from Xunlang’s body, the Great Elder and Li Suqiu were not seen.
“Oops…”
After a few seconds, Lin Ping recovered, her delicate face couldn’t hide her worry, and
said to herself, “Master, they encountered wolves, they must be more fortunate than
good.
” At this, Yue Feng smiled and comforted: “I don’t think you need to worry, you see that
there is only a wolf’s body here, so your master must be fine.”
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Hearing his words, Lin Ping frowned and said angrily: “How do you know that my master
is okay? Were you here at the time? Don’t talk nonsense if you don’t understand.
” Well, he’s going to interrupt.
Uh…
Seeing her impatient look, Yue Feng shook his head secretly, not bothering to care.
Lin Ping looked around and couldn’t find Li Suqiu, so she couldn’t help shouting around:
“Master, where are you, Master?” In the entire Mingyuemen, only Master regards her as
a relative. If Master is gone, She really didn’t know what to do next.
What the hell!
Seeing her shouting like no one else was around, Yue Feng was taken aback, and
quickly said, “Don’t shout.”
The Great Elder might be nearby. She shouted like this, isn’t she asking for trouble?
“I called me! What’s your business?”
Lin Ping’s willful temper came up at this time, and she said indifferently, “Can you stop
bothering me?”

Huh!
Yue Feng took a deep breath and said patiently, “If you shout like this, I’m afraid that
you will attract the enemy without your master.” This girl is too self-willed and lacks
experience in Jinghu.
Lin Ping opened her mouth and was about to refute.
Shasha…
However, at this time, there was a sound of footsteps in the woods ahead, followed by
the voices of the Great Elder and others.
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“Someone shouted here, and the voice was Lin Ping’s girl.”
“Ma De, I asked Chen Yan to catch her, but I don’t know where it went.”
“Don’t worry about it, let’s catch this girl first, let’s be together, and slowly find Li
Suqiu…”
Ten minutes ago, the first elder shook off the siege of the wolves, but he couldn’t find Li
Suqiu. , In desperation, he had no choice but to join others. Hearing Lin Ping’s cry at
this time, he rushed over quickly.
It’s coming very fast.
Hearing the voice, Yue Feng frowned secretly.
Lin Ping’s face changed even more, and she almost turned pale with fright. At the same
time, she was also extremely frightened and angry: “Damn, it is a competition, but this
elder has secretly cooperated with other elders.
” At that time, Lin Ping was still a little flustered.
With so many people, where is your opponent?
“Let’s go!”
Just when Lin Ping was at a loss, Yue Feng picked her up by the waist, showed her
figure, and rushed towards the woods next to her, as fast as a gust of wind.
Huhuhu….

Being hugged by Yue Feng, Lin Ping was blinded at the time, and when she heard the
wind whistling in her ears, her mind was buzzing and blank.
He is an ordinary person, holding himself at this time, how can he run so fast?
Just when Lin Ping was in a trance, Yue Feng hugged her and ran a few hundred
meters away, and finally stopped in front of a cliff.
call!
At this moment, Yue Feng took a deep breath and looked back, making sure that the
Great Elder and others did not catch up, so he put down Lin Ping and said, “How
? At this point, Lin Ping reacted and looked at Yue Feng complicatedly: “You…how can
you run so fast?”
This….
Yue Feng scratched his head, his mind quickly turned, and then he smiled naively: “I
grew up in the mountains, with sharp legs and feet, and was taken to the imperial
capital by my family later.”
Hearing this explanation, Lin Ping was skeptical and did not ask any further questions at
that time. Being held by him and
running , his face flushed, and he said coldly: “Next time, tell me in advance like this,
otherwise… I’ll be rude to you…” What does it look like?
Fortunately, this is the secret realm of sunflowers, and no one saw the scene just now.
“Okay, I got it.” Yue Feng nodded with a smile, this girl is really interesting, what time is
it, you still care about this.
Um?
Seeing him nodding, Lin Ping didn’t care anymore, just looked around, checked the
surrounding environment, and soon found something, couldn’t help but said: “Strange,
why is there a strange symbol on this stone wall?
” Ping slowly walked towards the stone wall in front of her.
Yue Feng looked at it and saw that there was indeed a strange symbol on the stone
wall. At that time, he was instinctive and couldn’t help saying: “Don’t get close yet.”
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In such a place, once there is a special symbol, it is either a trap or a secret entrance.
However it was too late.
Hula…
Just as Lin Ping was about to approach, the ground beneath her feet suddenly
collapsed. She screamed and fell directly.
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was taken aback, and hurriedly rushed over to pull her,
but the area of the collapse was very large, Yue Feng not only did not hold Lin Ping, but
also fell together.
Pfft… I
don’t know how long it took to fall, Yue Feng and Lin Ping fell into the water one after
another, when they surfaced, Yue Feng looked around, and was suddenly depressed.
What is this place? It was pitch black all around, and nothing could be seen clearly.
“Where is this?” At this time, Lin Ping looked around, feeling a little flustered at the time.
call!
Yue Feng took a deep breath and responded, “I don’t know, it should be an
underground river.” After speaking, Yue Feng slowly walked to the shore.
I can see that this is a natural underground cave. The one that just fell into is an
underground river. On the stone wall on the shore, there is an artificially excavated
stone step that extends upward….
Yue Feng thought about it. Thinking of the palace group on the top of the mountain that
I saw before, combined with the current location, I instantly judged that the stone steps
in front of me should lead to the palace.
“There is a way…”
At this moment, Lin Ping walked to the shore and saw the stone stair road. She couldn’t
help but exclaimed, and then said: “Walking along this stone stair road, you should be
able to Go out. You explore the way ahead, I am in the back.” The
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tone was unquestionable.

In Lin Ping’s consciousness, Yue Feng was always an ordinary person. He could at
most know ventriloquism and run faster. When he was in real danger, he still needed
her protection.
“Okay!”
Hearing the tone of her order, Yue Feng smiled secretly. He didn’t care about it at the
time, and immediately walked up the stone steps.
Lin Ping slowly followed behind.
“Ouch…”
The underground space was too dark and damp, making the stone steps slippery, and
after walking a few steps, Lin Ping let out a coquettish cry. There was pain in his voice.
Yue Feng immediately looked back and saw that she was leaning against the stone
wall, her delicate body trembling slightly, and she couldn’t help laughing: “What’s
wrong?”
Lin Ping bit her lip and said angrily, “I can’t see me. Have you twisted your foot? You
can still laugh, but still come and support me?”
“Okay!”
Yue Feng responded, and was about to help, but he thought about it: “With this support,
let’s support you. When are we going to get there?” Yue Feng’s eyes flickered with
playfulness as he spoke.
Just now, Yue Feng silently calculated that the stone steps should not be long, at most
a few hundred meters. At this time, he deliberately said this, just to tease Lin Ping.
Who told her to be so willful all the time?
This….
Hearing Yue Feng’s words, Lin Ping raised his eyes and looked at the dark stone stair
road with no head in sight. He felt a little troubled for a while, yes, this stone stair road
did not know where to go, so he supported himself , when are you going?
Thinking to herself, Lin Ping bit her lip and whispered, “How about… you are carrying
me?”
It was not suitable to hold, so I could only carry it, no one else saw it here anyway.
Ha ha…

Seeing her take the initiative to say it, Yue Feng showed a smile and deliberately
teased: “What? Don’t you think I’m taking advantage of you now ?
“
He was angry again: “Shut up.”
“Okay…don’t talk about it.”
Yue Feng smiled: “Just kidding, why are you so serious.” After speaking, he walked
over and squatted in front of Lin Ping.
At this moment, Lin Ping was a little hesitant in her heart, but thinking of the situation in
front of her, she finally lay down on Yue Feng’s back.
call!
However, feeling the soft feeling behind him, Yue Feng couldn’t help but take a deep
breath and secretly warned himself not to think wildly.
Lin Ping’s body was also tensed up, she only felt that a heart was about to pop out of
her throat, and her heart was extremely complicated. This Feng Tao, she hated him so
much, and now she took the initiative to let him carry it on her back…
In order to cover up, Lin Ping couldn’t help but urged, “Why are you walking so slowly?
Hurry up.”

